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[1]
BOYD, Martin.
Love Gods by Martin Mills. London, Constable, 1925. Octavo, pp. 320; expertly sealed tear in one leaf, a
very good copy in original cloth.
$880
First edition of Boyd’s rare first novel.
Martin Boyd had a substantial international career as a novelist in the five decades from the 1920s to the 1960s. It is not
too harsh to say that Australians ‘rediscovered’ him in the 1960s when many of his earlier novels were reprinted and
even set on High School English syllabuses. A member of the remarkable Boyd family of artists and writers, he had
always attracted the attention of earlier generations of serious Australian collectors but wide appreciation of him dates
from that decade and, consequently, his earlier novels have always presented a great challenge. It is noteworthy that the
UK editions of Boyd’s novels from 1935 to 1940 are rarely seen, especially with dustwrapper, while the US editions are
marginally less uncommon. It is pure speculation, but a persuasive explanation might well be the well-known ‘lost in
the Blitz’, supplemented by the extensive waste-paper drives for munitions during the Second World War.

[2]
CAREY, Peter.
The Fat Man in History: Short Stories. St Lucia, University of Queensland Press, 1974. Octavo, pp. 142
(last blank), [2] (blank); slight cheap paper edge tanning but fine in original plum boards, the spine lettered
in white and orange, with otherwise near fine Jeffery Smart dustwrapper that has an archivally sealed tear
without loss on the front panel.
$1950
First edition of Carey’s first book: the preferred case-bound “Library Edition” issue. This is the extremely scarce true
first edition, issued as part of the publisher’s “Paperback Prose” series. It preceded by years the Faber British (and
identical Knopf US) publication that adopted this title but that was actually a different book, composed of selected
pieces from Carey’s first two short story collections, The Fat Man in History and War Crimes.
Precise publishing figures are not readily available but this preferred “Library Edition” of the book was issued in much
smaller numbers than the ordinary issue in wrappers – although their survival rate three decades on is much the same. In
keeping with the fairly amateurish practices of the publisher at this stage, these were genuinely aimed at library buyers
and the distribution of copies outside the library supply chain was quite limited and inefficient – hence its extreme
scarcity today.
Peter Carey, after a long and frustrating start to his writing career, has proved to be one of the most enduring Australian
novelists of the late twentieth-century. His success in the Franklin Awards (three awards and several shortlistings), his
two Booker Prizes (and one shortlisting), as well as a handsome accumulation of other premier literary awards
underline his strong international profile. As the century turned, Peter Carey and David Malouf were, beyond dispute,
the most prominent and most highly regarded Australian writers of fiction.

[3]
CAREY, Peter.
Bliss. St Lucia, University of Queensland Press, 1981. Octavo, pp. 296 (first leaf blank), [8] (blank); top
edge with a trace of slight spotting, tiny spot in the lower fore-margin of four leaves, but near fine in slightly
edge-creased and scarred silverfoil dustwrapper.
$660
The now very scarce first edition, in the preferred Australian issue: this copy SIGNED by the author on the half-title in
the year of publication, dated from Prospect Street 7/10/81.
Signed copies of Carey’s first novel from this early date are rarely seen and, in our experience, most seem to have been
signed as a personal favour for friends or acquaintances. The novel went on to be a great success, winning the Franklin
Award, the New South Wales Premier’s Award, the National Book Council Award; and subsequently an award-winning
feature film.

[4]
[CLARKE, Marcus].
Rare portrait photograph of Marcus Clarke in riding gear, at about 20 years of age. [Victoria, circa
1865 – 1870]. Albumen paper print, carte-de-visite size, mounted on contemporary plain thin card.
$770
A rare portrait of this major Australian literary figure taken before he became well known as a writer. This is the image
used as frontispiece to Brian Elliott’s standard critical study of Marcus Clarke.

[5]
COX, Erle.
Out of the Silence: A Romance. Melbourne, Edward A. Vidler, 1925. Octavo, pp. 318, [2] (colophon, verso
blank); neat owner’s name on title dated in the month of publication, endpapers little spotted, bottom edge
uncut, an excellent copy in lightly used original light blue cloth, lettered and ruled in darker blue.
$550
First edition – limited to 2000 copies but rare beyond that limitation. One of the classic early science fiction novels, it
deals with the discovery of a highly advanced civilisation underground. This was the first Australian science fiction
novel to achieve an international following, and the only one to be ranked as a classic until George Turner’s science
fiction works of the late 1970s and 1980s.
Although the many reprints are not unduly difficult, this first edition is rarely seen. No dustwrapper is known for this
book – and it is much sought for. The publisher’s advertisements that have been seen make no mention of a “jacket”.

[6]
DENNIS, C.J.
The Songs of a Sentimental Bloke. Sydney, Angus & Robertson, 1915. Square octavo, pp. 126, [2], with
Hal Gye illustrations throughout; an excellent, sharp copy in original green cloth, lettered and decorated in
darker green.
$1320
SIGNED BY THE AUTHOR on the title-page: signed copies of this very scarce first edition are rare.
Dennis’s robust and highly popular classic was originally printed in sections in the Bulletin. Its perennial popularity lies
in the appealing nature of its central characters and the universality of their experiences of love, jealousy and regret. The
poem sequence was frequently recited in public and was also made into silent and sound films, plays, musicals, radio
and later television programmes. Dennis’s work has become an integral part of the country’s folk literature.

[7]
DENNIS, C.J.
The Moods of Ginger Mick. Toronto, S.B. Gundy, and New York, John Lane Company, 1918. Octavo, pp.
150, [6] (blank); bookplate on pastedown and small old Hamilton, Ontario, bookstore stamp in the bottom
corner of the free front endpaper; attrition of the white lettering (as usual with books of the period so
lettered) but an excellent copy in original red cloth.
$660
Extremely scarce: the first North American edition, Toronto issue, of Ginger Mick. An ‘edition’ was printed the
previous year by Gundy and Lane in only twelve copies – an 18-page version produced for copyright reasons and
comprising only a few verses selected from the whole book. This is the first copy of the American edition we have
handled, although we sold a copy of the absolutely rare 18-page 1917 copyright edition (one of nine known) in 1997.

[8]
FARRELL, John.
Australia to England. Sydney, Angus & Robertson, 1897. Octavo, pp. [ii] (blank), 12, [2] (blank); some
foxing and with news cuttings laid down and offset onto the initial and terminal blanks but overall a very
good copy of a fugitive piece, in original dark plum wrappers, the front wrapper repeating the title in white
lettering.
$550
First edition and rare: an excellent PRESENTATION COPY, inscribed on the initial blank to Fred J. Broomfield. Written for
Queen Victoria’s 1897 jubilee, the poem reflects Farrell’s concern with the ties between the two countries, exploring
their mutual bond while stressing the vast differences between them. A minor literary success, the poem was widely
esteemed and was publicly praised by Rudyard Kipling, then at the height of his cultural influence.

[9]
FITZGERALD, Robert D.
Heemskerk Shoals. Decorated by a map and fifteen
designs after drawings done by Geoffrey C. Ingleton.
Lower Fern Tree Gully, Victoria, The Mountainside Press,
1949. Elephant folio, double-page handcoloured map, fifteen
engraved illustrations in colours; a splendid copy, fine and
crisp, bound in the standard Harry Green binding of quarter
moroccco and white leather-grain cloth with elaborate gilt
device on the front board.
$3850
A fine copy of this famous book, rarely offered for sale.
Limited to 85 copies overall, this one of the 75 ‘ordinary’ copies
(being number 52) on Georgian semi-rag paper, signed by the
author and illustrator. The first ten copies (at least two of which
appear to have been destroyed by Kirtley) were printed on
Arnold’s paper and were not for sale, intended for distribution to
those involved in the publication of the book only.
Kirtley’s celebrated printing has been described as the finest
example of Australian typography ever produced. Certainly this is
one of the most elaborate and most painstakingly produced books
to have been published in Australia. Of the 85 proposed copies a
much smaller number was actually issued; Kirtley numbered
copies non-sequentially – perhaps to suggest stronger sales? – and
so the precise number of copies issued is impossible to establish
with any precision. Only a small number, perhaps about twenty,
were hand-bound by Harry Green in this characteristic style of red
or green quarter morocco; the few other copies were sold in flat
sheets with binding done to the purchaser’s order.
Geoffrey Farmer’s monograph, A True Printer (Sydney, 1990) provides a comprehensive account of the complex
publication of this remarkable book.

[10]
GIBBS, May.
Gum-Blossom Babies. Sydney, Angus & Robertson, n.d. but 1916. Octavo, pp. 56, coloured frontispiece and
sepia illustrations throughout; a very good copy in original stiff wrappers, the back wrapper a little stained at
the bottom edge, the large overlapping edges frayed and neatly mended, with the coloured pictorial onlay on
the front wrapper (small defect to top left corner).
$550
The highly uncommon true first edition of the first book in May Gibbs’s famous gumnut series.

[11]
GIBBS, May.
Further Adventures of Bib and Bub Sydney, Cornstalk, n.d. but 1927. Oblong quarto, pp. [104], panelled
illustrations throughout; soiling and use, rebacked original illustrated cloth (extremities worn).
$1200
First edition: rare. The second of the Bib and Bub series, collecting May Gibbs’s contributions to the Sydney Sunday
News. Gibbs was one of the few ‘classic’ Australian children’s authors and illustrators to have published in this format,
being quick to learn from the success of her contemporaries Jim Bancks and Syd Nicholls, and to see the commercial
potential of her own unique Gumnut creations in the newspaper medium.

[12]
HARWOOD, Gwen.
Poems [together with] Poems – Volume Two. Sydney, Angus and Robertson, 1963 – 1968. Two volumes
octavo, pp. xii, 100; about fine in original decorated white boards with otherwise fine typically spine-sunned
dustwrapper + pp. [xii], 72; original blue cloth a little spotted (as usual) but very good in like, little edgeworn, price-clipped dustwrapper.
$550
First editions: a choice set of PRESENTATION COPIES of Harwood’s difficult first two collections (the first volume is
especially scarce). INSCRIBED AND SIGNED by the author on the front endpaper of the first volume to Queensland writers
and friends, Roger McDonald and Rhyll McMaster, with a warm and apposite four-line stanza; the second volume
signed on the title-page.

[13]
HOPE, Alec Derwent.
The Drifting Continent and other poems by A.D. Hope. Illustrated by Arthur Boyd. Canberra,
Brindabella Press, 1979. Octavo, pp. 46, [2], with 20 illustrations (most full-page) by Arthur Boyd; fine in
original leather-backed dark green cloth boards blocked with Boyd’s title-page decoration, with original
clear plastic wrapper.
$550
First edition: the sixth book of the press, limited to 285 numbered copies SIGNED by the author and artist. Richards, 9.

[14]
JOLLEY, Elizabeth.
Five Acre Virgin and other stories.
Fremantle, Fremantle Arts Centre
Press, 1976. Octavo, pp. xii, 92,
illustrations by Sue Grey-Smith; a few
minor marks and other signs of use but
a very good copy in original stiff white
card wrappers.
$550
First edition of the extremely scarce first
book by a significant contemporary writer.
The stories here were written over a period
of 16 years and display Jolley’s characteristic combination of “unsentimental realism
and original, often bizarre, humour”
(Clancy).

[15]
KENDALL, Henry Clarence.
Poems and Songs. Sydney, J.R. Clarke,
1862. Duodecimo, pp. [2] (integral
blank), [iv] (half-title and title-leaf), ii
(contents leaf), 144; an uncommonly
fine, crisp, and clean copy, uncut in
original morocco-grain sage green
cloth, the spine lettered in gilt, with the
binder’s ticket of D. Roberts on the
front pastedown.
$1850
First edition of the first volume of verse by
one of the greatest of the Australian colonial
poets: “This volume represents the highest
point to which the poetic genius of our
country has yet attained” (Barton, in 1866).
Born in Ulladulla, New South Wales, in
1839, Kendall accompanied his mother to
Wollongong in 1852 after his father’s death.
His best poetry recalls the landscape of his
youth and one of his most famous works,
Leaves from Australian Forests, takes the south coast rainforest as its central theme. He took a lively interest in literary
circles and made regular contributions to the Melbourne and Sydney periodicals. In his poetry, Kendall sought to
articulate a sense of Australian nationhood, attempting in his patriotic verse to forge new loyalties and aspirations. The
positive reaction to this first volume established Kendall’s initial reputation and lead to a government appointment.
Nevertheless, in the 1870s Kendall was bedevilled by poverty and declining mental and physical health. Driven back to
Sydney from Melbourne through poverty, ill-health and melancholia, he spent some time in an Insane Asylum in 1873.
After his return to health, his writing found new directions. In 1880 his successful Songs from the Mountain was
published. In 1881 he was appointed to the position of Inspector of Forests by Henry Parkes but died shortly afterwards.
In his lifetime Henry Kendall was celebrated as the greatest Australian poet, a position of esteem from which he slipped
after his death. However, Kendall played a pivotal role in the development of Australian literature and he has never
been without champions: as the Oxford Companion observes, there is much to “support the claim that Kendall was the
most substantial poet of the colonial period”.
Kendall’s first volume is now rare: this copy has the contemporary ownership inscription of prominent Sydney attorney
“[Robert] Fitzgerald 2nd December, 1862. Springfield. Sydney” on the binder’s blank preceding the half-title and with
his name neatly at the top of the title-page.

[16]
KENDALL, Henry Clarence.
Leaves from Australian Forests. Melbourne, George Robertson, 1869. Octavo, pp. viii, 164; a fine, crisp,
uncut copy in original pebble-grain green cloth of the primary issue, spine lettered in gilt.
$385
First Edition. Kendall’s important second volume, published at a time of great promise in his life only to be followed by
the great crisis of the broken years of 1869 – 1872. Robertson invested considerable effort in the promotion of this book
but appears to have greatly over-estimated both the colonial and British market for Australian verse and it was a
commercial – but not a poetic – failure.

[17]
KENEALLY, Thomas.
The Place at Whitton. London, Cassell, 1964. Octavo, pp. [iv], 220; top edge lightly spotted but near fine in
original black boards with like price-clipped dustwrapper (edges lightly rubbed or creased).
$1100
First edition and extremely scarce: SIGNED AND INSCRIBED by the author on the title-page in 1996.
Prolific author, multiple Franklin Award-winner, and Booker Prize-winner, Keneally has published works in most prose
genres. In his early years Keneally attracted sustained critical attention but his prolific output has resulted in critical
disdain, although some isolated voices have seen in his output a comparison with Balzac’s Comédie humaine. Perhaps a
more apposite comparison might be with Anthony Trollope, another prolific writer whose candid professionalism
resulted in over a century of critical neglect.

[18]
KENEALLY, Thomas.
The Chant of Jimmie Blacksmith. Sydney, Angus and Robertson, 1972. Octavo, pp. [vi] (last blank), 178; a
little general use, very good in original black cloth with like Arthur Boyd dustwrapper.
$550
A splendid PRESENTATION AND ASSOCIATION COPY of the first edition of one of Keneally’s most significant novels.
Inscribed and signed by the author to Thea Astley, “To Thea with love. Psycopaths of the world unite. Tom Keneally”;
with Astley’s marks and annotations throughout. Winner of the Sydney Morning Herald Literary Competition and the
Heinemann Award from the Royal Society of Literature in Britain.

[19]
KENEALLY, Thomas.
A GMH Morning, 1952. Part of an unfinished novel. Sydney, circa 1970 – 1980. Three pages on three
quarto leaves of typescript manuscript, followed by sixty-one numbered pages on sixty-one folio and quarto
leaves of holograph manuscript + six pages unrelated on six folio and quarto leaves of holograph manuscript;
bound in recent binder’s cloth; in fine state.
$880
Original manuscript of an unfinished novel that deals with childhood and schooldays – possibly a fictional first pass at
what would become Keneally’s memoir Homebush Boy. The final six leaves here appear to be estrays from other work.

[20]
LINDSAY, Norman.
The Magic Pudding. The Adventures of Bunyip Bluegum. Sydney, Angus & Robertson, 1918. Quarto, pp.
172 (last colophon only) + additional colour frontispiece (some oxidisation as usual), finely illustrated
throughout by the author; an excellent copy in original gilt-lettered primary maroon cloth-backed tan boards,
green A&R patterned endpapers, rare dustwrapper with Norman Lindsay colour onlay illustration (old
internal tape-repairs now removed and stabilised, small defect at top of back spine-fold).
$4400
First edition, first issue: written to demonstrate Lindsay’s contention that food was the most important motif in writing
for children, this outstanding work, a classic of modern Australian literature, is the best-loved and one of the most
frequently reprinted of all Australian children’s books.
Primarily an artist and illustrator who worked to a high standard in watercolour, etching, engraving, and drawing (less
convincingly in oils), Norman Lindsay was also a productive and well-published writer. Author of thirteen novels – two
of which had the distinction of being banned in Australia – as well as about as many again in a variety of different
genres, he is one of a handful of author-illustrators whose books for children are truly iconic, echoing throughout
Australian childhood in the twentieth-century and beyond. With May Gibbs’s Gumnut babies, Dorothy Wall’s Blinky
Bill, and Jim Bancks Ginger Meggs, Lindsay’s Puddin’ characters are immediately recognisable and central emblems of
Australian childhood.
This is an attractive copy of the first and preferred issue with the green A.& R. endpapers and maroon cloth spine
lettered in gilt, complete with the rare dustwrapper.

[21]
[McAULEY,
James
and
Harold
STEWART]
“MALLEY, Ern”.
The Darkening Ecliptic by Ern
Malley. Melbourne, Reed &
Harris, 1944. Small quarto, pp.
46, [2] + Nolan frontispiece; neat
early ownership inscription on
the first leaf, a very good copy in
original primary issue blue-grey
wrappers, printed white, sunned
at extremities as often.
$550
Extremely scarce: the first separate
edition, first issue, (and the first
publication of both authors) of this
celebrated series of hoax poems.

[22]
McCUAIG, Ronald.
Vaudeville. Potts Point, Sydney,
Privately Printed by The Author,
1938. Tall octavo, pp. [56]; an
excellent copy in original green
cloth, entirely uncut, without
dustwrapper as issued.
$550
Rare: edition of 150 numbered and
SIGNED copies. The first edition of
McCuaig’s first and most important
collection, the first significant
modernist work by an Australian
poet. The volume was privately
printed
by
the
poet,
at
“Wirringulla”, St. Neot’s Avenue,
Potts Point, Sydney – in his bath.

[23]
McCUAIG, Ronald.
The Wanton Goldfish. Vaucluse (New South Wales),
Privately printed by the Author, 1941. Sextodecimo,
pp. [12], with an engraving by Victor Cowderoy;
small, pale stain on the free front endpaper but an
excellent copy in original patterned cloth boards, the
front board lettered in gilt.
$660
First edition: the extremely rare special issue of the first
edition printed on hand-made paper and bound in cloth by
the poet, severely limited to 13 numbered and SIGNED copies
only, this being number ten.

[24]
MALOUF, David, Don MAYNARD, Judith GREEN, and Rodney HALL.
Four Poets. Melbourne, F.W. Cheshire, 1962. Tall duodecimo, pp. [88]; very small rub on the front board
but about fine in original decorated boards, without dustwrapper as issued.
$1200
First edition and very scarce: SIGNED by David Malouf on the title-page. This was the first publication in book form of
each author. Although possibly of greatest interest for Malouf’s contribution, a fair case could also be made for the
subsequently substantial literary voices of Judith Green Rodriguez and Rodney Hall.

[25]
MALOUF, David.
Bicycle and Other Poems. St Lucia, University of Queensland Press, 1970. Octavo, pp. [viii], 60; near fine
in original card wrappers.
$770
First edition of Malouf’s quite scarce first solo publication:
number 1.

SIGNED

by the author on the title-page. Paperback Poets,

[26]
MALOUF, David.
Neighbours In A Thicket: Poems. St Lucia, University of Queensland Press, 1974. Octavo, pp. [vi], 66;
near fine in original boards with very good dustwrapper (short tear without loss).
$880
First edition: PRESENTATION COPY inscribed to Tom and Margaret Shapcott and dated 31 October 1974. Shapcott, in his
review of the book, observed that “Malouf’s most attractive quality is his capacity to blend elements of quiet fantasy
with more subterranean urgencies of wonder, loss and the precariousness of living”.

[27]
MALOUF, David.
Johnno: A Novel. St Lucia, University of Queensland Press, 1975. Octavo, pp. [viii] (last blank), 170, [2]
(blank); about fine in original boards with fine dustwrapper.
$660
First edition: SIGNED by the author on the title-page. Malouf’s much-praised first novel, the most outwardly
autobiographical of his novels and the book that established the exceptional diversity of his achievement across several
genres. The dustwrapper spine is particularly prone to fading.

[28]
MALOUF, David.
Poems 1975-76. Sydney, Prism, 1976. Quarto, pp. [48]; slight bump on the spine and a few minor signs of
use to the wrappers, internally fine in original card wrappers with tipped-on illustration.
$1450
One of Malouf’s scarcest books: issued only in a limited edition of 200 copies, half of which were for the author’s use
and SIGNED by him and numbered. The other half were signed but not numbered: these copies were for sale. This is
copy number 31, signed and numbered by the author on the ambiguous colophon leaf but altered by him in manuscript
so as to make it clearly a PRESENTATION COPY rather than one of those for general sale. It is further inscribed and signed
on the title-page to Nin and Geoff[rey Dutton], “with affection”, signed “David” and dated on 1 January, 1977.

[29]
MALOUF, David.
Wild Lemons: Poems. Sydney, Angus and Robertson, 1980. Small octavo, pp. [ii] (title-leaf) + 35 – 64
(complete); slight rubbing, shallow spine crease, near fine in original card wrappers.
$1650
First edition and rare: the first and separate issue of this tiny volume is the most elusive of Malouf’s regularly published
books.
This is the second of six slim volumes of poetry published in a small format by Angus and Robertson in 1980 as part of
a very short-lived series, devised to continue the earlier and more successful “Poets of the Month” format. The series
was edited by Les Murray, Vivian Smith, and Rodney Hall. The sheets of the original ‘parts’ were subsequently
collected together to form a six-monthly volume (also rare). Wild Lemons was part of a volume that comprised, in
addition to Malouf’s part: Kocan’s Armistice; Mead’s Be Faithful Go; Sant’s Lives; Scharen’s Signs and Seas; and
Scott’s Tricks of Memory. Because the unsold sheets were later bound up collectively by the publisher, and since the
series was not a publishing success in any event, this separate issue of Wild Lemons is notably rare on the market

[30]
MALOUF, David.
The Year of the Foxes and Other Poems. New York, George Braziller, 1979. Octavo, pp. 54, [2]; near fine
in original cloth with dustwrapper that is slightly shelf-soiled and spine-darkened.
$880
First edition and very scarce: a review copy, SIGNED BY THE AUTHOR on the title-page, and with review slip and
publisher’s letter loosely inserted. This was Malouf’s first collection of poems to be published in the US, following the
success there of An Imaginary Life. There is no equivalent Australian or British edition and a large number of the poems
reprinted from earlier editions are revised in some way.

[31]
MALOUF, David.
Valley of Lagoons. Dublin, Tuskar Rock Press, 2006. Tall octavo, pp. [viii] (first four
blank), 58 (last blank), [6] (second colophon and limitation page, others blank); very
fine in original publisher’s full morocco, with slipcase.
$2750
The rarest of all publications by David Malouf. This is number 12 of the special deluxe issue
bound in full morocco, limited to 15 numbered and SIGNED copies of which only 12 were for
sale. The total edition of this piece was limited to 75 numbered copies, with numbers 16 – 75
bound in cloth.
This is the first edition of the short story that was subsequently published as the first piece in
Malouf’s Every Move You Make. This limited edition was published in September 2006, while
Every Move You Make was first published in Australia in October 2006 and in Britain in 2007.

[32]
[MANNING, Frederic] “PRIVATE 19022”.
Her Privates We by Private 19022. London, Peter Davies, 1930. Octavo, pp. [viii]
(last blank), 454 (last blank), [2] (blank); original cloth, the front board blocked with
an arresting design in black; original white canvas-weave cloth fine and clean, small
patches of silverfishing on the front endpaper, otherwise internally fine; the rare and
absurdly impractical plain glassine dustwrapper with printed paper flaps is not present
in its entirety, the glassine having perished, but the printed paper flaps are still with this
copy and are themselves a rare survival.
$880
Very scarce: first public edition and the first under this title. This public edition was expurgated
for general publication. Almost all the expurgation consisted of the removal of swear words.
The unexpurgated edition, as The Middle Parts of Fortune, was not reprinted but this edition
under its now much more familiar title has been reprinted very many times – a fact that
disguises the scarcity of the first printing. The dustwrapper is, of course, rare on any of the early
impressions. It is an example of the so-called “transmatic jacket (patent app’d for)” that made a
brief and inglorious debut in 1929 and was quickly forgotten. Comprising clear and unprinted
glassine front, spine and back panels attached to printed paper flaps, it is doubtful that many
examples actually survived shelving in the bookshops, let alone survived more than two trips on
and off the shelves in any average literate suburban home. An American edition, identically
bound and dustwrappered, was issued in the same year by G.P. Putnam’s Sons in New York.

[33]
MARSHALL, Alan.
These Are My People: Collected Short Stories [wrapper title]. Melbourne, Victorian Writers’ League,
n.d. but 1940. Small quarto, pp. 28, processed typescript; text fine and clean, original titling-wrappers
incorporating a linocut portrait of the author, spine and overlapping edges a little worn, the single staple
attaching wrappers to text now detached; a very good copy overall.
$660
Rare: the first book by this subsequently highly regarded writer. A good association copy from the library of
Jindyworobak poet Flexmore Hudson with his ownership inscription on the front wrapper verso.
This slim booklet, ephemeral in production, was issued by the Victorian Writers’ League about four years before
Marshall’s first regularly published book, confusingly under the same title but entirely unrelated that described his
experiences travelling in Australia. The present piece is virtually unrecorded and not noted in most standard literary
references – a circumstance one would like to excuse due to this undated (but not undateable) piece having the same
title as the later, very well known, and unrelated book.
The present work comprises six of Marshall’s early stories: “Tell Us About the Turkey, Jo...”, “The Donkey’s Hind
Legs”, “Cardiac”, “Kisses a Quid a Piece”, “You’re a Character”, and “A Little Son”.

[34]
MARSHALL-HALL, G.W.L.
A Book of Canticles. Melbourne, The Atlas Press, 1897. Octavo, pp. 72; uncut, fine in original stiffened
wrappers.
$770
Rare: no more than 50 copies distributed.
A prominent musical educator and conductor in Britain, G.W.L. Marshall-Hall was appointed Ormond Professor of
Music at the University of Melbourne in 1891. “A charismatic but impetuous and volatile personality, he was frequently
involved in acrimonious debates with music critics in Melbourne’s newspapers. He also became well known as a
conductor and in 1892 founded the Marshall-Hall Orchestra, recognised by visiting musicians as equal to European
first-rank orchestras. In 1895 he established, with W.A. Laver, the University’s Conservatorium of Music. In 1897 he
published two booklets of verse, Hymns to Sydney and A Book of Canticles, neither of which attained a circulation of
fifty copies, but which succeeded in offending large numbers of citizens by their alleged eroticism. His next collection,
Hymns Ancient and Modern, aroused ill-founded claims of irreverence and lasciviousness, and prompted the University
council to dismiss him, an action which sparked an intense controversy…” (Oxford Companion). Marshall-Hall
immediately established a private conservatorium in East Melbourne and soon the private school had more prestige than
the ‘official’ one. In 1914 he was re-appointed to the Ormond Chair but died shortly afterwards.
Both Hymns to Sydney and A Book of Canticles are – and have always been – rare: their contemporary notoriety seems
to have arisen too late to have ensured the circulation of more copies (and subsequently to have ensured the destruction
of surviving copies when shocked executors found them among the effects of some ‘degenerate’ dearly departed).

[35]
MURRAY, Les A.
The Weatherboard Cathedral: Poems. Sydney, Angus and Robertson, 1969 Octavo, pp. [x], 78; near fine
in original boards with like dustwrapper.
$880
First edition of Murray’s first solo volume. Extremely scarce, verging on rare, this is arguably the most difficult Murray
of all: most of the small print run was taken up by libraries and, in accordance with the publisher’s disastrous policy at
that time, copies that were not sold in fairly short time were pulped.

[36]
MURRAY, Les A.
Poems Against Economics. Sydney, Angus and Robertson, 1972. Octavo, pp. [viii], 70, [2]; slight trace of
spotting on top edge but fine in original dark red boards with near fine dustwrapper.
$550
First edition of Murray’s extremely scarce second solo collection:
the title-page.

SIGNED

by the author with a friendly inscription on

[37]
MURRAY, Les A.
Lunch & Counter Lunch. Sydney, Angus and Robertson, 1974. Octavo, pp. [viii], 62, [2]; near fine in
original boards with like dustwrapper, small blemish on the front panel.
$660
First edition: Murray’s rare third solo collection – one of only three copies we have handled in the last 15 years.

[38]
MURRAY, Les A.
The Middle Sea: Book 1 of a verse novel in progress [and] Barking at the Thunder [and] The Somatic
Nobility [and] The Police Revolution [and] Lazarus Unstuck. Sydney, The Sydney Review, September,
1993, and Adelaide, The Adelaide Review, April 1994 – [March] 1996 – [March] 1997 – September 1997.
Five pieces, broadsheet folio, folding to quarto dimensions, pp. 16 + 24 + 16 + 16 + 16; newsprint slightly
embrowned on a few edges but fine uncut and unopened copies, loose as issued.
$880
Rare. A complete set of the original publication of Murray’s verse novel in progress, issued as free supplements to the
Adelaide Review and the Sydney Review (first part only). The verse novel was subsequently published in book form as
Freddy Neptune in 1998.
The present set of the five parts comprises:
The second, corrected, Sydney impression of the first part, issued as a supplement to the Sydney Review. When first
printed the pages were incorrectly imposed so that, when folded, the poem could not be read in order. This correctlyimposed reprinted impression was issued immediately.
The first editions of the second to fifth and final parts of this verse novel in progress, issued as supplements to the
Adelaide Review.

[39]
MURRAY, Les A.
The Idyll Wheel: Cycle of a Year at Bunyah, New South Wales, April 1986 – April 1987. Wood
engravings by Rosalind Atkins. Canberra, Officina Brindabella, 1989. Quarto, with wood engravings;
original unlettered kangaroo hide spine, boards with label in two colours on the front board, with original
plain mylar dustwrapper.
$550
First edition: a PRESENTATION COPY, INSCRIBED AND SIGNED by the author on the half-title. Number 221 of an edition
limited to 290 numbered and signed copies. Presentation copies of this private press publication are rare. Loosely
inserted is an autograph note from the publisher, signed, with hand-addressed envelope, to the recipient acknowledging
his warm response to the book. Richards, 21.

[40]
NEILSON, John Shaw.
New Poems. Sydney, The Bookfellow in Australia, 1927. Quarto, pp. 36, [2] + frontispiece; slight external
wear but an excellent copy in original wrappers, contemporary bookplate neatly on blank first leaf.
$550
Rare: a publisher’s inscribed review copy of the rare suppressed first state of the first edition without the poem “Song
Without Wine” printed on the first leaf. Inscribed by A.G. Stephens on the first leaf “For review. With the publisher’s
compts. 28-01-27”. The more common ‘standard’ state includes that poem, which was rejected by Stephens but which
Neilson insisted be included, hence its unheralded last minute appearance on about the only available page. Only 350
copies were produced of the whole edition and this early state probably accounts for less than a tenth of the extant
copies. We have seen this state on only a handful of occasions in the last fifteen years.

[41]
RICHARDSON, Henry Handel [Ethel Florence Lindesay ROBERTSON].
Maurice Guest. New York, Duffield & Company, 1909. Octavo, pp. [viii] (first leaf and last page blank),
562; bookplate, an excellent copy in original blue cloth, lettered and decorated in gilt.
$1650
First US edition of the first book by one of Australia’s greatest writers.
Now best remembered for The Getting of Wisdom and for her epic Richard Mahony trilogy, Richardson drew in this
first novel directly on her recent experience in the European world of music. Set in Leipzig at the turn of the century,
the novel deals with the fatal passion of a young British music student for an older Australian woman, herself engaged
in an unstable affair with a Polish musical genius. The 1908 British first edition is extremely scarce but this first US
edition is rare.

[42]
RICHARDSON, Henry Handel [Ethel Florence Lindesay ROBERTSON].
Ultima Thule. Toronto, Doubleday, Doran & Gundy, 1929. Octavo, pp. [x], 346 (last blank); slight edgespotting, an excellent copy in original black cloth with little spine-darkened and soiled dustwrapper. $1200
The rare Canadian state of the first edition of the final part of the Richard Mahony trilogy – Winner of the Australian
Literature Society’s Gold Medal.
Heinemann was unwilling to print more than 1000 copies of the final part of the trilogy owing to the modest sales of the
first two parts but copies sold out promptly – on publication day in January 1929, it is said. A small portion of that first
edition printing was given over to this rare Canadian issue. It comprises the sheets of the Heinemann first edition with
integral Canadian title-page; the binding is an only minimally adjusted variant of the Heinemann black cloth binding,
with Canadian spine imprint but retaining the Heinemann device in blind on the back board. The dustwrapper – printed
in Britain – adopts the same design as the Heinemann edition but with somewhat varied text on back panel and flap.

[43]
[SARGENT, George Etell].
Frank Layton: An Australian Story... With an Introduction by Samuel Mossman. London, Leisure
Hour Office, [1865]. Octavo, pp. 286, [2] (publisher’s advertisement), frontispiece and five other full-page
plates in the text; very good in original green cloth, spine and front board lettered and decorated in gilt. $550
First edition of this classic goldfields novel, which first “appeared in the pages of The Leisure Hour shortly after the
discovery of gold in Australia, and was designed by the writer to describe faithfully the ‘lights and shadows’ of
emigrant life in that country at the most eventful period of its history...” (preface by Samuel Mossman). It was also
published in Dutch in the journal Familie Magasijn. Indeed, its first separate publication was in Dutch in about 1856.
Ferguson calls correctly for a frontispiece and five plates. Wolff and Muir incorrectly call for frontispiece and four
plates. Ferguson, 15452; see Muir, 6581 (first imprint); see Wolff, 6162.

[44]
SOUTER, D.H.
“A Special on the Cup”. Sydney, probably circa 1920s. Quarto, 255 leaves typescript manuscript with some
holograph alterations; bound with original card covers in modern binder’s cloth; some thumbing and soiling
but in very good state.
$770
Journalist, editor, Bulletin illustrator and writer, novelist, and author of children’s books, Souter’s small separatelypublished output belies his very extensive writing career, something barely acknowledged in the standard literary
references. “A Special on the Cup” is a light novel of Sydney working-class life that revolves around the ultimately
happy consequences of an imaginary win on the lottery. The novel appears to have been first published posthumously in
1988 as A Ticket in Tatts.

[45]
STOW, Randolph.
A Haunted Land. London, Macdonald, 1956. Octavo, pp. 254, [2] (blank); the top and fore-edge just
slightly spotted, endpapers lightly offset, original brown cloth slightly mottled as usual, a very good copy
with like little edge-creased and chipped dustwrapper.
$660
SIGNED AND INSCRIBED copy of the first edition of the extremely scarce first novel by one of the major Australian
novelists of the century. Signed copies of Stow’s books are uncommonly scarce on the market, this is one of less than a
handful we have seen.

[46]
WHITE, Patrick.
The Aunt’s Story. London, Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1948. Octavo, pp. [vi], 346; a trace of faint edgespotting, an excellent copy in original cloth with very scarce Roy de Maistre dustwrapper that has a few
expertly sealed edge-tears and a small defect at the top of the front panel made good.
$2200
Very scarce: the first British edition of White’s adventurous third novel, inspired by a Roy de Maistre painting.
The dustwrapper reproduces de Maistre’s painting, “The Garden”, making this perhaps more desirable, sentimentally,
than the New York first edition. The Aunt’s Story was White’s first novel for which dustwrapper art was supplied by a
contemporary Australian artist: this would become a characteristic feature of the British publication of White’s novels,
with Sidney Nolan’s work being used most characteristically. Hubber and Smith, E2.

[47]
WHITE, Patrick.
The Aunt’s Story. New York, The Viking Press, 1948. Octavo, pp. [viii], 282 (last blank); a very good copy
in original boards with like – little edge-worn – Bill English dustwrapper.
$1200
First edition of White’s third novel. This is the scarce first printing with the tipped-in errata leaf and with the text
uncorrected. The copy of Humphrey McQueen. Hubber and Smith, E1.

[48]
WHITE, Patrick.
The Eye of the Storm. New York, The Viking Press, 1974. Octavo, pp. 608; a very good clean copy in
original cloth-backed boards with like slightly edge-worn price-clipped dustwrapper.
$660
SIGNED BY THE AUTHOR on the title-page for White’s friend and collaborator Desmond Digby, whose copy this was
(with certification slip from us at the time of original sale in 1996). This is the sixth printing (May 1974) of the US first
edition of the novel published and speedily reprinted when White was awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature. Hubber
and Smith, M2g.

[49]
WINTON, Tim.
An Open Swimmer. Sydney, George Allen & Unwin Australia, 1982. Octavo, pp. x, 174 (last blank); near
fine in original boards with like dustwrapper.
$550
First edition: SIGNED by the author on the title-page. Winton’s very scarce first book, joint winner of the 1981
Australian/Vogel Literary Award.

[50]
WINTON, Tim.
Shallows. Sydney, George Allen & Unwin Australia, 1984. Octavo, pp. xii, 236 (last blank); tiny abrasion on
the front endpaper, near fine in original boards with like dustwrapper.
$660
First edition of Winton’s extremely scarce Franklin Award-winning second novel: SIGNED by him on the title-page.

